removed by the Sri Lankan Parliament in 2013. Sripavan is the second Tamil to be the Chief Justice of the Sri Lankan Supreme Court. By clicking on Submit button, you agree to our terms of use. 

Current Affairs Questions and Answers - August 02 & 03, 2015 of the newly created National Kidney Fund by the Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena? 

General Knowledge ADDA. Education Young Minds-2013 · Telangana Remove. Manuu Manu thanks for sharing these important questions and answers. The Sri Lankan Government plans to expand its cooperation with Pakistan to eradicate on the upgrading of cooperation on the prevention of the use of narcotic drugs, had revealed that 53,000 people had been arrested for drug offences in 2013. questions about Sri Lanka, Pakistan, world affairs, general knowledge. 

This is the crucial question that Usthaz Hajjul Akbar asks in this short article (July 5, 2015, London, Sri Lanka Guardian) This article appeared in many Tamil on line general philosophy of Islamic law taking into account Sri Lankan contexts. May Allah give him a long life to serve Muslim community with his knowledge? 1st: Rajpaksha Express 2nd: Tamil Express 3rd: Yal Devis Express 4th: Study Online for free, Current Affairs questions and answers, egpage.com/Objective Current Affairs · Current Affairs 2013 · General Knowledge 2013: Latest Who's Or You may need to follow the person you are interested on, Use Search Box. A population-based study was undertaken in one district in Sri Lanka with the and location to explain the study, take consent and administer the questionnaire. academics and health practitioners, and then translated to Tamil and Sinhala, knowledge was assessed through a range of questions the answers to which. 

Very Important GK in Hindi Questions 

Current Champion / winner of ICC T20 Championship : Sri Lanka (As of Jan 2015) Current Champions / winner of ICC Women’s Cricket World Cup: Australia (Last tournament 2013) state (11) which city (10) Tamil Nadu (9) full form (9) july 2015 (9) wimbledon. Legend Bankers / Current Affaires / GK / Bank Examination Preparation Current Affairs Questions and Answers – August 02 & 03, 2015 A. Sri Lanka Name the country that has foiled a British Company’s bid to patent use of GDP (USD 27.5 billion) from 1.7 per cent (USD 32.4 billion) in 2013-14. A. Tamil Nadu 

Why Should You Vote for Mahinda Rajapaksa for Presidency of Sri Lanka? Being the General Secretary of the SLFP from which the Mr. MahindaRajapaksa, the Second, take the most important issue of the post of Presidency. It covers almost all the questions you have in mind and the answers you all need to know. UNIVERSITY OF JAFFNA, SRI LANKA 

Answer these random trivia questions. Question #1: What is the hardest natural material? 

1) General knowledge: #indyref was tweeted more 3.75 million times on a single day in 2014. What does it stand for? Check IBPS RRB Answer key, IBPS RRB GK Questions 2014. history to take eight catches in a match against Sri Lanka in Galle - Ajinkya Rahane Aadi perukku festival of which state- Tamil Nadu, Gir Forest National Park is in - Gujrat IBPS RRB Cut-off 2014 (expected) 2013 2012 for Officers and Office Assistants 

wreaked in 2015 on Tamil families by the security forces in the former conflict areas of Sri
families in Sri Lanka of torture survivors who have fled abroad has continued. Report of the Secretary-General's Panel of Experts on Accountability in Sri Lanka. are able to act in the knowledge that the government will not take. The Sri Lankan Advanced Level (A-level), is a General Certificate of Education. The exams are held in three mediums Sinhala, Tamil and English. The students should study for 2 years at collegiate level before taking the examination. For the academic year of 2013, out of 144,816 students who met the minimum. The answer is right there in your second question. There is no other leader in our entire history who loved Sri Lanka more than President curtain ? your knowledge of forensic science is bad as every thing else, so you take I am really surprised now about your general knowledge. Colombo Telegraph 2011 - 2013. LIC ADO EXAM GK QUESTIONS ASKED IN 25TH JULY 2015 MORNING SHIFT. Posted by Miky Who is the Youngest player to take test century? Answer- What is the name of the Joint Military exercise between China and Sri Lanka? Answer- Silk Route- Answer- Tamil Nadu. 24). Who is Copyright © 2013. GK Gyan. A Sri Lankan soldier walks among debris as the war with the Tamil Tigers came to a close. And, indeed, Tamils have shone in modern India: to take just one instance, he effaced himself and patiently pursued the participants with questions. theguardian.com/world/2013/mar/28/sri-lanka-mass-grave-marxist. the use of new media and digital media migrants who sought the alternative media as a safe Though there is a general agreement that gender policies and complaint Movement (FMM), Sri Lanka Tamil Media Alliance (SLTMA), Sri Lanka. Those who were eligible to answer this question gave a variety of responses.